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(2) 在国内首先把 ASE 光源应用到 M-Z 干涉仪磁场传感系统，克服偏振
诱导衰落问题。 






































Fiber optic interferometers are famous for their high sensitivity, 
and they are widely used to measure a lot of parameters such as weak 
magnetic field, strain, press and electrical current.  But in 
practice, Fiber optic interferometers have two main problems which 
restrict their applications, one is phase drifting induced signal 
fading, the other is polarization induced signal fading.  
Main methods used to compensate the fading problems are 
summarized and new compensating methods are brought forward. In this 
thesis, phase drifting induced fading is solved by dual-wavelength 
method and polarization induced fading is solved by using 
non-polarized laser. Based on the new compensating method and 
magnetostriction principle, M-Z fiber optic interferometer system 
is set up to sensing magnetic field. The experiment emphasize 
particularly on studying the stability of the interferometer. The 
result prove that the new compensating method performs well.  
The new compensating method is expected to provide a new practical 
way for interferometer to sensing weak signals. 
The main innovations in this thesis are: 
(1) Bring forward a new method to compensating phase drifting in 
interferometer. It is a passive method which is easy to realize remote 
sensing and its operation is very simple.  
(2) The first one in China to use ASE laser in M-Z interferometric 
magnetic sensor to solve the problem of polarization induced fading. 
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and apply the interferometer in magnetic sensor to improve the 
sensing stability. 
(4) Bring forward the concept of error coefficient, and use it 
to describe the influence of bias phase drifting. 
(5) All-fiber configuration which provides a solid foundation of 
small size, high precision and high integration fiber optic magnetic 
sensors.  
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